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24. Evolution
• unfolding of our world II
• oxygenation of system Eart
• origin & radiation of animal
• major evolutionary transitions
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primary challenge for early life after it was well-established:
increase carbon- & energy- ow to species
• C for building the organisms’ bodies & transportable energy (ATP) to operate the
• energy for reducing CO2 and assimilating C

solution
starting from easiest available energy sources
eventually access the highest density source (solar radiation)
through a process that can work everywhere (to allow global access to niches)
eventual solution is very complicated, emerged as succession of incremental steps
each of which came with an advantage that allowed it to out-compete other forms

the path
• earliest life lithotropic: used geochemically generated H2 for C-assimilation
(restricted to hydrothermal vents in the ocean)

• next: anoxygenic photosynthesis that uses H2, H2S, and Fe2+ as reductants
(H2 & H2S: still hydrothermal vents, much higher ef ciency; Fe2+ everywhere, but limited)

• nal: oxygenic photosynthesis that uses H2O as reductant
(still higher ef ciency, readily available reductant (water),… and produced O2 → )
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oxygenic photosynthesis
• single photosystem in all photoautotrophs
→ very hard invention
• may have taken 800 My to evolve
• produces O2, toxic for life back then
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2.7 Gya

oxygenic photosynthesis

1.8 Gya

• single photosystem in all photoautotrophs
→ very hard invention
• may have taken 800 My to evolve
• produces O2, toxic for life back then

0.85 Gya

impact on environment & life
• O2 oxides Fe2+ to form Fe2O3
→ large red rock deposits (BIFs)
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(probably took 300…600 My)

• reductant for anoxygenic PS removed
• O2 removed, still cyanobacteria had to
evolve to survive oxygenic microenvironment

oxygenation of System Earth – the path
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impact on environment & life
• O2 oxides Fe2+ to form Fe2O3
→ large red rock deposits (BIFs)
(probably took 300…600 My)

Great Oxygenation Event (GOE)
• O2 released into atmosphere
• CH4 → CO2: global glaciation

• reductant for anoxygenic PS removed • aerobic environment requires protection
of biochemical cell processes against
• O2 removed, still cyanobacteria had to
oxidation
evolve to survive oxygenic micro→ environmental stress forces evolution
environment
• non-photosynthetic aerobs evolved
aerobic respiration (in several lines)
after GOE, O2 concentration some 10%
→ competitive advantage
of present atmosphere

2.2 Gya
1.8 Gya

• forcing & advantage → diverse spectrum of prokaryotes
(bacteria and archaea)

• many (all) aspects required for more complicated life
realized by prokaryotes, but not in a single one
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nucleus-like structures, recombination, linear chromosomes,
internal membranes, multiple replicons, giant size, extreme
polyploidy, dynamic cytoskeleton, predation, parasitism,
introns and exons, intercellular signaling [Lane & Martin 2010]

none was successful in breaking through

oxygenation of System Earth – the path
4.8 Gya

4.0 Gya

3.5 Gya

evolution of eukaryotic cell, a very complicated organism
• DNA up to a factor of 200’000 larger than
in prokaryotes
• number of proteins it can synthesis & evolve
by factor of 104…106 larger
• protein synthesis is major energy consumer,
strong selection for prokaryotes towards
minimal genome (HGT to regain lost capabilities)
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• eukaryotes evolved discontinuously, from
merger (endosymbiosis) of
‣ an archaea (information processing) and
‣ a proteobacterium (operational capability)
• proteobacteria evolved into mitochondria
‣ only retain genes for membranes & ATP production, rest transferred to nucleus
→ can export ATP to host
‣ supply energy for cell’s greatly increased metabolism required for much larger
DNA & protein set → new capabilities
‣ very di cult step – happened only once: locally in small population – because
protobacterium could have been using the energy for its own reproduction;
possibly accomplished through metabolic control, later co-opted in metazoa

time

evolution of eukaryotic cell

13 [Martin & Russell 2003]
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W. Martin and M. J. Russell

On the origins of cells

time

evolution of eukaryotic cell

14 [Martin & Russell 2003]
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Neoproterozoic oxygenation
• the Neoproterozoic (1’000…541 Mya), a period of extremes with
‣ breakup of a supercontinent (Rodinia) and formation of a new one (Gondwana)
‣ extensive glaciations over millions of years, possibly with several “snowball”
phases, and rapid transitions from icehouse to greenhouse
‣ high temporal and spatial heterogeneity with
major changes in the cycles of C, N, and P
‣ the nal rise of the O2 concentration to its present value
• the extremes led to
‣ a repeated isolation-merging of populations that already had a common
biochemical basis, hence with horizontal gene transfer → rapid evolution
‣ emergence of metazoans (multicellular animals) by some 750 Mya
with a GRN (gene regulatory network) and most of the developmental toolkit
‣ delayed by some 200 My, highly diverse multicellular (animal) life emerged
– in a rst radiation 570…540 Mya, in the Ediacaran, and eventually failed
– nally during the Cambrian radiation 540…515 My all major animal phyla

coevolution bio-geosphere
L.M. Och, G.A. Shields-Zhou / Earth-Science Reviews 110 (2012) 26–57
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The Ediacaran type-biota, ﬁrst recognized and described by
Billings (1872), are difﬁcult to interpret (see review by Narbonne,
2005). Studies over the last decade indicate that the Ediacaran

ble triggers have been put forward: (1) enviro
notably rising atmospheric oxygen levels (N
and Marshall, 1965; Cloud, 1968; Knoll and C
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4.8 Gya

emergence of Metazoa
Ediacaran-Cambrian transition

biological
classi cation

genetic & fossil record
time [Mya]

classes
phyla

major animal crown phyla emerge

Ediacaran genera

origin in fossil record

Genetic and Developmental Possibility
Two findings from comparative genomics and
studies of developmental patterning have dramatically changed our understanding of the early evolution of animals. First, whole-genome
sequencing of dozens of metazoans has demonstrated that any animal requires only about
20,000 protein-coding genes for the production
of its essential morphologic architecture (51).
Second, much of this protein-coding repertoire—
especially the developmental toolkit—is conserved throughout all metazoans and is even
found today among single-celled opisthokonts
[Erwin et al. 2011]
(24, 52–54). The distribution of these genes in 800
extant organisms (SOM text 3) implies that
0
50
100
150
this toolkit evolved in a two-step pattern (Fig. 4,
Fig. 3. Detailed stage-level depiction of the animal fossil record as compared to the molecular
left): an initial diversification occurring at the
divergence estimates for 13 different animal lineages. Shown in yellow and blue is the known fossil record
base of the Metazoa before the split between
of animals at the class and phylum levels, respectively (hatching indicates “stem” lineages, i.e., lineages
sponges and eumetazoans deep in the Cryogenian that belong to a specific phylum but not to any of its living classes); shown in green is the generic record of
(and possibly earlier), followed by a pronounced

200 My
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Downloaded from http://science.sciencemag.org/ on December 10, 2016

Very large geochemical changes have been documented through the Cryogenian and Ediacaran
(45–47), which have been interpreted as indicating substantial changes in redox. Changes in
molybdenum abundance in black shales (48),
the iron chemistry of deep-water sediments (49),
and potentially other proxies (46) have been interpreted as a global signal of increased oxygenation during the Ediacaran. The extent to
which these signals are truly global, as well as 450
the magnitude of oxidation, remains uncertain.
Animals require oxygen to fuel their metabolism, and these geochemical proxies and their
interpretation as markers of redox conditions
have been invoked to explain the lag between
the origin of animals and the Cambrian radiation
itself (2). In this view, low oxygen in the oceans
and diffusive oxygen transport constrained animals to small size, and only with an increase in
oxygen levels could organisms evolve larger, threedimensional body sizes (24, 50), greatly facilitating their eventual paleontological detection.
Thus, although a permissive environment does not
(already
signi cantly
evolved)
explain innovations
in metazoan
architecture, it
might facilitate the appearance of large and ecologically diverse animals in the fossil record.

(genetic) origin of metazoa
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# taxa

Metazoans (animals) emerged by 750 Mya with a GRN (gene regulatory
network) and most of the developmental toolkit for building their bodies, but…
it took 200 My for them to have an ecological impact. Why?

initial

aimed at creating wide
range of organisms with
fairly simple structures

at hierarchy, primarily
competition for space and
resources

range of oceanscapes, some
colonized by single-celled
organisms…microbial mats

nal

Coevolution of di erent realms and convergence into a “complete set/toolkit”
allowed to construct a huge variety of novel organisms & sites → explosion
developmental genes population dynamics environment

co-opted for creating much
more structured organisms
including bilaterals

hierarchical interaction &
food webs with emerged
predators in arms race with
prey (→ shells, skeletons),
competition & cooperation,
and ecosystem engineers

global colonization with
engineered environments,
from nutrient uxes to
micro-environments
(burrows,…)

When such a disparate set becomes complete – an explosion/transition thus is
immanent – is impossible to judge by looking at single aspects.
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…and saturation of ecospace
PT extinction event

# taxa

no apparent impact on higher orders,
classes and phyla
Erwin et al. 1987:
• the Cambrian radiation opened
many new adaptive spaces
• the PT extinction dramatically
reduced their species occupation
• subsequent radiations in these
spaces lead to a rapid increase of
species, genera, and families, but not
to fundamentally new organisms…

Permian-Triassic extinction of
‣ up to 96% of all marine species
‣ 70% of terrestrial vertebrate species
‣ 83% of all genera
‣ 57% of all families

• …because the available ecospace was
occupied by adapted survivors
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